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Introduction
In 2005, when Donald Trump was preparing for an appearance on Days of Our Lives, he
engaged in what he would later call “locker room banter” with Billy Bush, the host of Access
Hollywood.1 The banter was lewd and graphic; Trump said that he attempted to have sexual
intercourse with a married woman and “moved on her like a bitch” while furniture shopping and
that women will let you do “anything” when “you’re a star,” including grabbing their genitalia.2
The video of this exchange, The Washington Post received a month before Donald Trump
would defeat Hillary Clinton to become the 45th President of the United States, led to a rare
apology from the Republican nominee. Immediately following the video’s release, 36
Republican lawmakers disavowed Trump’s campaign, some going as far as to advise him to end
his bid for office entirely and to let Mike Pence, his running mate, take over the Republican
ticket.3 Even Pence condemned the words of the man who tapped him for Vice President: “As a
husband and father, I was offended by the words and actions described by Donald Trump in the
eleven-year-old video released yesterday. I do not condone his remarks and cannot defend
them.”4 The backlash Trump faced for his 2005 comments threatened to derail his hopes of
winning the presidency by potentially costing him the votes of large numbers of critical
demographics for Republicans, primarily women and socially conservative evangelical
Christians. Of the latter category, Russell Moore, president of the Southern Baptists’ Ethics and
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Religious Liberty Commission, denounced Trump’s remarks about women and Albert Mohler,
president of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, tweeted that he was
“humiliated” by some of the arguments evangelicals were making about character to justify
Trump’s comments following the tape’s release.5
This was not the first time that Moore and other well-known evangelicals had condemned
Trump. In January of 2016 before Trump had been named the Republican nominee, Moore wrote
an opinion piece for the conservative National Review entitled, “Donald Trump is Not the Moral
Leader We Need.” He questioned Trump’s newfound commitment to pro-life initiatives and
called much of Trump’s rhetoric “racist,” “sexist,” and offensive to immigrants, women, and the
disabled, rhetoric that Moore said should concern everyone who believes “all persons, not just
the ‘winners’ of the moment, are created in God’s image.” Additionally, he argued that Trump’s
multiple marriages, sexual boasting and exploits, and involvement with and profit from the
casino industry are indicative of a person unfit for moral leadership and undeserving of the
conservative evangelical vote.6 These are disparaging words from one of the nation’s most
powerful evangelicals.
Similarly, in February, Max Lucado, a well-known Christian author, publicly criticized
Trump’s behavior and rhetoric, such as calling women “bimbos,” his attitudes toward the
disabled, and his inability to accept criticism without badmouthing the criticizer.7 Jim Wallis, the
president and founder of the evangelical social justice magazine Sojourners criticized both
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Trump and his evangelical supporters in a blog post published by The Huffington Post: “White
evangelicals should have to explain, on the basis of their biblical faith… how they can feel
comfortable with Trump’s proposed policies of rounding up, deporting, and destroying the
families of 11 million immigrants; killing the families of terrorists; restricting the religious
liberty of Muslim citizens; banning Muslim refugees; and appealing to the worst and most
dangerous instincts of white Americans.”8 The list of evangelical leaders who denounced Trump
throughout his campaign also included Peter Wehner, Senior Fellow at the Ethics and Public
Policy Center, and Thabiti Anyabwile, conservative pastor and member of The Gospel
Coalition.9 Additionally, nearly 100 evangelical leaders signed a letter published on Change.org
urging their fellow evangelical Christians to vote against Trump (although they did not endorse
Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton) and denouncing his campaign rhetoric as incompatible
with the Christian faith:
Donald Trump's campaign is the most recent and extreme version of a history of
racialized politics that has been pursued and about which white evangelicals, in
particular, have been silent. The silence in previous times has set the environment for
what we now see.
For this reason, we cannot ignore this bigotry, set it aside, just focus on other
issues, or forget the things Mr. Trump has consistently said and done. No matter what
other issues we also care about, we have to make it publicly clear that Mr. Trump’s racial
and religious bigotry and treatment of women is morally unacceptable to us as
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evangelical Christians, as we attempt to model Jesus’ command to “love your neighbors
as yourself.10
The opposition that Donald Trump received from many leaders in the evangelical
community might indicate that the group often known as “values voters” had finally found a
Republican candidate they could not support. However, just as 78 percent of evangelicals voted
for President George W. Bush in 2004, 74 percent voted for Senator John McCain in 2008, and
78 percent voted for Mitt Romney in 2012, 81 percent of white, evangelical Christians voted for
Donald Trump in 2016, according to the Pew Research Center.11 Despite the denunciations of
Trump by some religious leaders and the calls to action directed towards the evangelical
community, the majority of evangelicals had motivations for supporting Trump other than what
values voters would typically consider most important – character, religiosity, and social
conservatism.
This paper examines the four prominent evangelical leaders – James Dobson, Mark
Burns, Paula White and Jerry Falwell, Jr. – who endorsed Trump, continued to defend him, and
encouraged their large followings to vote for the Republican nominee despite his lewd comments
caught on tape, his multiple divorces, and his comments about women and minority groups, all
of which are antithetical to the values held by evangelical Christians. In “Forum: Studying
Religion in the Age of Trump,” Randall Balmer argues that if leaders of the Religious Right
were truly serious about promoting family values, their embrace of Trump defies reason. Balmer
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poses this question: Why did evangelicals flock to Trump in the 2016 presidential election?12 My
research aims to answer a similar question: What motivated James Dobson, Mark Burns, Paula
White, and Jerry Falwell, Jr. to endorse Donald Trump while so many of their peers decided that
Trump was not a candidate that evangelicals should support? In essence, I sought to find the
rationales expressed by these four evangelical leaders that would override objections to Trump’s
morals. This study will show that, although many of Trump’s actions and rhetoric were
antithetical to evangelical values, the endorsers were motivated to endorse Trump based on his
policy stances and personal qualifications and characteristics that were in line with their
expressed preferences.

Literature Review
There is no literature on the motivations behind political endorsements by religious
leaders; however, there is useful scholarship about celebrity endorsements, the leaders of the
Religious Right, and voting behavior that explains the potential motivations of these four
evangelicals and structures my interpretive framework. Like all political endorsements, celebrity
endorsements intend to sway voters in the direction of a specific person and away from another.
Most of the scholarship on political endorsements by celebrities up to this point is theoretical and
focuses on the effects of the endorsements on voting behavior. However, Craig Garthwaite and
Timothy Moore argue that beyond swaying public opinion, celebrity endorsements are driven by
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such personal motivations as a celebrity’s political or interest group affiliations.13 Although the
argument that a celebrity’s personal motivations to endorse a candidate can encompass political
ties is a good one, it does not explain why some celebrities who are not affiliated with political or
interest groups suddenly become motivated to endorse political candidates. For example, when
Oprah Winfrey endorsed Barack Obama for president in 2007, it was the first time she had
publicly endorsed a candidate since she began her television show in 1986. The personal
motivations of Winfrey were not necessarily related to her political affiliations and included her
publicly stated belief that Obama’s presidency would mean a “new level of consciousness” for
the country and that Obama’s personal characteristics were impressive.14 Oprah’s endorsement
reveals a gap between the current literature on celebrity endorsements and the expressed personal
motivations for celebrities’ endorsements of political candidates. Thomas Cronin and Michael
Genovese argue that voters ultimately cast their ballot for the candidate they like the best and
believe is the most qualified for office based on the issues being debated in a particular
election.15 Then, endorsements might simply indicate that the candidate is liked by the endorser
or that the endorser believes the candidate is the best person for the job. When combined, the
literature on celebrity endorsements and voter behavior forms a more complete list of potential
personal motivations for endorsing political candidates.
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The findings suggest that these evangelical Christian endorsers were motivated by their
personal relationships with Trump and their claims that his personal qualifications made him the
best candidate in this election. Not only were there references in support of Donald Trump’s true
character despite widespread criticism, but the contrast of Trump with his counterpart, Hillary
Clinton, displayed their rationale for supporting the Republican nominee based on personal
qualifications alone. Mark Burns publicly proclaimed that Trump’s success as a businessman
would enable him to spread health and wealth to all Americans; Paula White’s personal
relationship with Trump went back over a decade, and she spoke about the side of Trump of
which the public was unaware; James Dobson stated on multiple occasions how terrified he was
of Hillary Clinton and that Trump was the more qualified candidate; and, Jerry Falwell, Jr. called
Trump a strong leader, cut from the same cloth as Winston Churchill. In summary, Trump’s
personal relationships with the endorsers and their preferences for his qualifications for office
both motivated these four evangelical leaders to endorse him.
Scholarship related to the Religious Right and evangelical voting behavior points to two
additional potential motivations for endorsing Trump. In God’s Own Party: The Making of the
Christian Right, David Williams posits that evangelicals have been involved in the political
realm and active in socially conservative causes since the early twentieth century, but that their
interest in partisan politics and support of Republican candidates became especially prominent in
the 1980s following Ronald Reagan’s campaign for president. Williams argues that the
relationship between evangelicals and the Republican Party was forged by religious leaders
involved in the culture wars of the 1960s and 1970s, such as Billy Graham and Jerry Falwell, Sr.,
who easily linked their political agenda to the Republican Party’s policy platform. Since the
1980 election and the formation of the Moral Majority, evangelicals as a whole have supported
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Republican candidates in presidential elections and have constituted a key voter demographic for
conservatives. For example, Republican President George W. Bush depended on evangelical
voters for his election, and he continued to forge close relationships with leaders of the Religious
Right throughout his tenure in the White House.16 The authors of “Religious Voting Blocs in the
1992 Election: The Year of the Evangelical” agree with Williams that the abrupt evangelical
realignment can be traced back to Ronald Reagan’s presidency. However, they add that the 1992
election was when evangelicals cemented themselves as the primary religious voting coalition
for the Republican Party, as large numbers of mainline Protestants and white Catholics deserted
the GOP and voted for Ross Perot or Bill Clinton. Additionally, the authors argued that the
evangelical Protestant role in Republican electoral politics, while strong in 1992, had potential
for considerable growth in future elections.17
Given the decades-old coalition between Republicans and evangelical leaders and the
rates at which evangelical voters have voted for Republican candidates since the election of
Ronald Reagan, I hypothesized that loyalty to the Grand Old Party would be a primary
motivation for this group of evangelical Trump endorsers, allowing them to overlook the flaws
of their candidate. However, this motivation appeared to be the least important for each of the
endorsers. In fact, on multiple occasions Jerry Falwell, Jr. expressed his disdain for the
Republican establishment that he felt caused many of the failed policies Trump vowed to correct.
James Dobson shared Falwell’s disdain for the GOP establishment, calling them traitors to
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evangelical voters for their failure to pass socially conservative policies. Before this election,
Mark Burns was a Democrat, and he voted for both Bill Clinton and Barack Obama in recent
elections. Paula White was absent from the political realm altogether until Trump’s rise into
electoral politics. While support for the GOP was not explicitly referenced in their statements
about why they supported Trump, it is possible that this motivation was still present under the
surface or that it is more of an implied connection to the party’s platform. The fact that Trump
received 81 percent of the white evangelical vote suggests continuity in the pattern of evangelical
support for Republican candidates.
Although loyalty to the Republican party was not explicit across the board, it alludes to
another related concern: the policy influence that comes with political involvement and alliances
with conservative politicians. Williams argues that evangelicals involved themselves in partisan
politics in order to restore the nation’s “Christian identity” and combat the teaching of evolution
in schools, the increasing Catholic political influence, and the changing attitudes on gender and
sexuality. Getting involved in the political process, specifically through their endorsements of
and alliances with conservative politicians, enabled evangelicals to influence the nation’s policy
agenda and promote social conservativism on the national stage.18 Additionally, Jerry Falwell,
Sr. founded the Moral Majority in 1979 with the primary goal of influencing public policy. As
Doug Banwart points out in “Jerry Falwell, the Rise of the Moral Majority, and the 1980
Election,” the Moral Majority was formed to address a host of “societal ills” through legislation.
The political organization was involved in lobbying to end abortion, reinstate school prayer, and,
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in general, help the country “get back to its roots.”19 Williams argues that despite a host of failed
legislative measures that were intended to reclaim America as a Christian nation, evangelicals
have continued to seek policy influence by campaigning and voting for socially conservative
candidates.20 The literature on evangelical leaders’ desire to influence policy was supported by
my findings, as this motivation for endorsing Donald Trump was the most important among the
four evangelical leaders, all of whom expressed the desire to see conservative justices appointed
to the Supreme Court.
The scholarship on evangelical voters tends to emphasize their preferences for moral
issues, but there is evidence that the “moral values” of candidates do not top the list of important
issues when evangelicals vote. In “Voters and Values in the 2004 Election,” Gary Langer and
Jon Cohen found that moral values were less important to evangelical voters than other issues of
the 2004 election.21 Additionally, although economic issues are seldom considered the most
salient issues for evangelicals, Thomas Carsey and Geoffrey Layman have found that economics
has become a policy area that conservative Christians have adopted in recent years that coincides
with their stance on social issues and identification with the Republican Party’s policy
platform.22 In “Conservative Protestantism in the United States? Toward a Comparative and
Historical Perspective,” Philip S. Gorski argues that partisan identification and policy interests
have become intertwined for evangelicals and include a wide array of issues other than social
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policy. Additionally, voters tend to weigh their social values against their economic interests
when deciding both their partisan affiliations and who to vote for in a particular election. Voters
keep their material interests in mind when they vote their values, so it is not surprising that these
endorsers would still value economic policy as well as social policy or a candidate’s morals.23
This research on “values voters” helps explain why Trump’s morals were not the most important
issue for these evangelical leaders. For example, Burns and Falwell, Jr. were adamant that
Trump’s successful career as a businessman made him the only candidate who could lead the
country in economic matters. When combined, the literature on the Religious Right and
evangelical voting preferences provides a more holistic interpretive framework for analyzing the
policy preferences of the four evangelical endorsers studied in this paper.

Method
I chose these four endorsers because they were all members of Trump’s Evangelical
Advisory Board but from different backgrounds. James Dobson and Jerry Falwell, Jr. are wellknown and influential members of the evangelical leadership class and have been involved in
political causes throughout their careers, while Mark Burns and Paula White, televangelists and
prosperity gospel preachers, made their political debuts this election cycle. It is not my intention
to portray these four leaders as entirely representative of evangelicalism, and I make no causal
connection between their endorsements and the high rate at which evangelicals voted for Trump.
I analyze the rhetoric of each leader, who represents a swath of American evangelicals, to
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understand evangelicals’ motivations for supporting Trump. To determine whether partisan,
policy, or personal motivations were present, I examined written and oral statements by the
endorsers that contained reasoning and justifications for supporting Donald Trump. I classified
statements categorically based on explicit references to partisanship, policy or legislation
preferences, and personal qualifications or characteristics. For example, a call for Republican
unity would be classified under the partisanship category. Any statement expressing a preference
for Supreme Court Justices would be classified under the policy or legislation category, and any
reference to Trump’s qualifications for office or other characteristics was classified under the
personal qualifications or characteristics category. Written statements included op-eds the
endorsers published, statements released on the endorsers’ websites, and posts the endorsers
made on their social media accounts. Oral communications included comments made at rallies or
other public events, comments given to journalists, interviews with news outlets, and
appearances on national television. What follows is a case-by-case analysis of statements made
by James Dobson, Mark Burns, Paula White, and Jerry Falwell, Jr. I provide context for the
endorsers’ statements based on their personal backgrounds, past political involvement, and
institutional or organizational ties to provide an understanding of the relationships between their
public statements and their preferences. The contextual support came from a variety of sources:
news coverage surrounding the endorsements or the endorsers, past endorsements and public
statements by the four religious leaders, and mission statements or organizational values for the
organizations that the endorsers have direct connections to. I took the endorsers’ statements at
face value, understanding that there may be alternative motivations for making a public
statement of any kind, in order not to introduce extraneous interpretations of intention. In the
conclusion, I interpret what these four endorsements mean within the larger context of the
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leadership of the Religious Right and the way in which scholars study the electoral motivations
and behaviors of evangelicals.

Cases
James Dobson
Focus on the Family is a “global Christian ministry” that aims to provide resources to
families and married couples to help them thrive. The non-profit’s “Foundational Values”
include the following:
We believe that all people are of infinite value, regardless of age, developments,
appearance or ability; We believe that marriage is the foundation of family life, and that
God's design for marriage is a relationship where both husband and wife are committed
to loving and caring for one another for a lifetime; We believe children are a gift from
God, and thrive best in a home where both mother and father are committed to raising
them with love, intention, and care.24
Based on the expressed values of this socially conservative Christian organization, it is surprising
that the group’s founder and chairman emeritus, James Dobson, would endorse Donald Trump,
whose disparaging comments about women and minorities contradict the belief that all people
are of infinite value. Additionally, the fact that Trump has been married three times puts him at
odds with the group’s commitment to lifetime marriages, and his boasting about not doing
anything to take care of his own children seems to go against the idea that children “thrive best in
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a home where both mother and father are committed to raising them.”25 But it is not just Focus
on the Family’s values that are at odds with much of what Trump says and does; Dobson’s radio
show, Family Talk, proclaims a focus on “preserving and promoting the institution of the
family,” marriage, parenthood, evangelism, the sanctity of human life and encouraging
righteousness in the culture.26 Trump’s divorces, his attitudes on parenting, his statement that he
has never asked for forgiveness (a staple of evangelical Christianity), his comments that he
would like to “take out” the presumably innocent families of terrorists, and his lewd comments
about women contradict all of Dobson’s stated organizational values.27
The New York Times called Dobson the nation’s most influential leader in 2005 after his
involvement in helping George W. Bush win re-election (his first time endorsing a candidate)
and his subsequent activism in getting “strict constitutionalists” appointed to the Supreme
Court.28 However, George W. Bush is hardly comparable to Donald Trump. Bush was, by all
accounts, a born-again, evangelical Christian who overcame his drinking problem and saved his
marriage, an oft-told story when he ran for public office.29 In other words, Bush was cut from the
same cloth as the family-values evangelical, making Dobson’s first foray into electoral politics
understandable. What, then, led a man whose career has been dedicated to building stronger
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marriages and families to endorse a candidate who has shown little regard for the institution of
marriage?
At first glance, it may appear as if Dobson is simply a committed supporter of the
Republican Party who pledged allegiance to Donald Trump, the Republican standard bearer, out
of partisan loyalty. In 2004, he endorsed Bush and led the charge in defeating Senate minority
leader Tom Daschle. In 2008, he endorsed the Republican nominee, John McCain, even after he
had previously publicly disparaged McCain’s character by calling him an unethical adulterer and
comparing him to President Bill Clinton.30
However, Dobson’s relationship with the Republican Party, particularly the party’s
establishment wing, has been tenuous at times. In 1996, Dobson voted for Howard Phillips, the
United State Taxpayer Party’s candidate and conservative Christian, instead of the Republican
candidate, Bob Dole. Two years later, while speaking at a convention of conservative leaders in
Arizona, Dobson stated that the Republican Congress was betraying conservative evangelical
voters, and he threatened to abandon the Republican Party and take as many people with him as
possible.31 More recently, in 2012, Dobson endorsed Rick Santorum, a conservative Christian,
and never officially endorsed Mitt Romney after he defeated both Santorum and Newt Gingrich
in the Republican primary.32 In an op-ed that was published in World Net Daily months before
the 2012 election, Dobson claimed Romney was responsible for his own share of liberal policies
and beliefs, citing Romney’s statement that gays should be admitted to the Boy Scouts, and he
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advised Romney to talk about conservative social issues or else risk losing the election.33
Although Dobson did end up voting for Romney, primarily due to his distaste for Barack Obama
and his respect for Romney’s pro-life, pro-family running mate Paul Ryan, Dobson has displayed
disillusionment with the Republican Party through its failures, in his opinion, to support and elect
socially conservative candidates in presidential elections, as well as the lack of socially
conservative legislation passed by Republican-controlled Congresses. On several occasions, he
has endorsed “anti-establishment” candidates in presidential primaries such as Mike Huckabee,
Rick Santorum, and Ted Cruz, and he has hesitated to endorse the party’s standard bearer in the
general election. Based on this evidence, the Republican Party does not seem to be an institution
to which Dobson is unequivocally loyal. To him, it is more important that a candidate share his
religious values and support pro-life, pro-family, and pro-religious freedom policies.
Character matters to Dobson, or so his track record would indicate. In September 1998,
Dobson released a letter on behalf of Focus on the Family that disparaged then-President Bill
Clinton for his extramarital affair while in office and his treatment of women.34 Almost 20 years
later, Dobson endorsed Donald Trump, a man who has called women bimbos and bragged
openly about his sexual conquests and attempts at groping women. Despite Dobson’s earlier
commitment to Ted Cruz and his appearance in an ad attacking Trump for his previous
acceptance of the Supreme Court’s ruling on gay marriage, he joined Trump’s executive
Evangelical Advisory Committee after Cruz lost in the primary and released a statement on his
website in defense of Trump’s newfound Christianity by saying, “If anything, this man is a baby
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Christian who doesn’t have a clue about how believers think, talk and act.” A month later,
Dobson released an official statement supporting the Republican nominee, only one day after
Cruz was booed off the stage at the Republican National Convention for his refusal to endorse
Trump. In the statement, he made several explicit statements in support of Donald Trump’s
personal characteristics: Dobson said that “he is the most capable candidate to lead the United
States of America in this complicated hour” and that Trump’s children speaking highly of their
father was the tipping point for his endorsement: “As a psychologist and a family counselor, I
have spent my life equipping and resourcing families. One thing I have observed is that you
cannot make a child talk about his or her parents the way Donald Trump's children speak of him.
That is one of a man's most significant affirmations.”35 Although he later admitted that some
evangelicals had reservations about voting for Trump, he stated that most of them have decided
he was the best choice. "I believe it's a good choice. America needs strong and competent
leadership,” he said. From defending Trump as a baby Christian to labeling him a strong and
competent leader to ultimately praising the man for his parenting, Dobson came a long way from
attacking Trump in pro-Cruz ads.36 The evidence suggests that there is something more
important to Dobson, a motivation that compelled him to overlook Trump’s most damaging
qualities and even his comments about women that Dobson called “deplorable.” Immediately
after he condemned the comments made by Trump in the released recording, he said, “I also find
Hillary Clinton’s support of partial birth abortion criminal and her opinion of evangelicals to be
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bigoted. There really is only one difference between the two. Mr. Trump promises to support
religious liberty and the dignity of the unborn. Mrs. Clinton promises she will not.”37 This
comment alludes to Dobson’s primary concern for the nation’s policy agenda and provides
insight into why he would endorse a candidate whose outward actions and values are antithetical
to his career and life’s work.
Dobson’s endorsement was primarily driven by policy motivations and his desire to see
the effects of Barack Obama’s presidency erased from the country’s memory. In fact, he even
stated in an interview with Christianity Today that he does not hold partisan allegiances or
candidates in high regard:
I don’t vote for candidates or political parties. I support those who will lead the country
righteously, honorably, and wisely. In many ways, this is a single-issue election because
it will affect every dimension of American life: the makeup of the Supreme Court.
Antonin Scalia’s sudden death made this election the most significant of our lifetime. The
next president will nominate perhaps three or more justices whose judicial philosophy
will shape our country for generations to come.38
Dobson believed Trump’s promise to appoint conservative Supreme Court Justices and to protect
religious freedom. “I liked that he promised us emphatically that he will work to protect our
religious liberties. He has since released a list of potential Supreme Court nominees that is
stellar. We must pray that, if elected, he will keep his word.” While Dobson’s concern over
religious liberty is often vague, he claimed that Hillary Clinton will bring the “power of
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government” against people of faith, and that with the wrong president, the country could soon
be facing a “massive assault” on religious liberty. As he explained how the wrong president
could wage war on Christianity, he said the following:
Certain powerful groups and organizations seek to weaken the church of Jesus Christ and
limit what pastors and ministers can say and do publicly. They believe some of our
teachings represent “hate speech” and must be stifled. They seek to severely restrict the
freedoms of Christian schools, nonprofit organizations, businesses, hospitals, charities,
and seminaries. With Christian colleges and universities, they want to limit whom their
leaders choose as professors and what their students will be taught. Government funding
and accreditation will be in the crosshairs, and you can be sure that home schools will be
targeted.39
This interview with The Christian Post shows that policy matters to Dobson more than partisan
loyalty or a candidate’s character and values. Additionally, Dobson operates under the belief that
Christianity is currently being threatened in the United States, which helps him to justify the
means of ending the threat.
The importance he places on the Supreme Court is understandable, given the emphasis
his organizations have placed on pro-life values and religious freedom, both of which he feels
were under attack during Obama’s tenure. Focus on the Family’s website contains a number of
resources for those trying to understand the social issues related to religious freedom and the
sanctity of life, and Dobson speaks often on his desire to see a socially conservative agenda
pushed on the national stage.40 However, it was surprising to some in the evangelical community
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that Dobson placed so much trust in Trump to enact a conservative policy agenda, particularly
due to his past stances on abortion and his blatant disregard for the permanence of marriage. In
response to being asked about this very point, Dobson defended Trump by saying, “Mr. Trump
has been unwavering in his commitment to issues that are important to evangelicals such as
myself. In particular, I have been heartened by his pledge to appoint conservative Supreme Court
justices, preserve religious liberty, rebuild the military, and defend the sanctity of human life.”
When asked about Trump’s support of pro-choice policies before he became a Republican
presidential candidate, Dobson offered the following explanation: "On the issue of abortion, I
choose not to evaluate him based on his past position but rather on what he says are his current
convictions. I believe God can change the hearts and minds of people and I celebrate when they
support principles of righteousness."41 In his October newsletter, he compared Donald Trump’s
pro-life stance to the policies he attributes to the Clintons:
Donald Trump hasn't vetoed bills that would have outlawed the procedure known as
partial-birth abortion. Bill Clinton alone is responsible for the brains being sucked out of
unanesthetized babies during delivery. That naziesque procedure continued for years until
the Supreme Court declared it illegal. Donald Trump is pro-life. Clinton and his wife
disrespect the Constitution of the United States, although Trump has promised to protect
it, especially the First Amendment. Shall I go on?42
In an op-ed that was published on World Net Daily in August of 2016, Dobson wrote that in his
first interaction with Trump in June of 2016, the candidate promised to repeal the “1954 tax-code
amendment” that was offered by Lyndon B. Johnson, which prohibits tax-exempt organizations,
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including churches, from campaigning for political candidates. Dobson agrees with Trump’s
assertion that the “Johnson amendment” has limited freedom of “religious speech” by churches
and non-profit organizations, and Trump’s desire to repeal this specific piece of legislation
reaffirmed Dobson’s decision to endorse him.43
Righteousness, Dobson believes, can be accomplished only through legislation that
promotes the sanctity of life and religious freedom and the appointment of strict
constitutionalists to the Supreme Court. In his last newsletter before the election, he stated that
the 2016 presidential election was about determining the great moral issues of our time and
taking a stand for a righteous political agenda. He launched a Twitter campaign in the week
leading up to the election, which championed the phrase “#MyVoteMatters” accompanied by a
statement about the sanctity of life, religious freedom, or traditional (“biblical”) marriage
(although, Trump did not oppose gay marriage during his campaign), encouraging his 45,000
Twitter followers to vote for a socially conservative agenda.44 Dobson’s desire to see
conservative policies signed into law predominated any other motivations he may have had for
endorsing Trump and is the source of his public support and defense of the man he called a
“baby Christian.”

Mark Burns
Although the small-town televangelist had no political experience, Donald Trump picked
Mark Burns to be a surrogate on the campaign trail. Most notably, the South Carolina pastor and
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founder of the NOWNetwork, a web-based Christian programming network, delivered the
controversial benediction at the Republican National Convention, which touted the Republican
party as the “conservative party under God” and said Hillary Clinton and the liberal Democratic
party were the real enemies. Interestingly, Burns went on to say that God gave Trump the words
to unite the Republican Party and the country.45 Burns is a prosperity gospel preacher, someone
who believes that God will bless believers with physical health and material wealth.46 He has no
reservations about praying for prosperity, saying that Jesus never intended his followers to be
broke. While the prosperity gospel movement is a sect of evangelicalism that is often
controversial, even to the point of being deemed heretical by evangelical leaders like Russell
Moore, president of the Southern Baptists’ Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission, and
Michael Horton, a theology professor at Westminster Seminary, Trump surrounded himself with
prosperity pastors such as Burns and Paula White throughout his campaign.47
The economy of the American prosperity gospel has been fueled by ambition and a belief
that material wealth is a result of God’s favor.48 Then, it makes sense that Burns aligned himself
with the billionaire mogul if he truly believed Trump would deliver on his promises to bring jobs
and wealth back to America. Burns was pivotal to Trump’s campaign and was responsible for
reeling in the votes of religious African Americans, a group Burns sought to represent within the
Republican Party. His attempts at mobilizing black voters to support Donald Trump were filled
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with prophesying about the nation’s future under God’s chosen candidate and included appeals
not to race but to money: “There is no black person, there is no white person, there is no yellow
person, there is no red person, there’s only green people! Green is money! Green are jobs!” he
shouted as he opened up an Illinois rally for Trump in March.49 In this statement, the small-town
pastor who believes God is responsible for his economic success provided an underlying
motivation for supporting Trump despite the candidate’s appeals to long-held racial prejudices:
Trump’s status as a billionaire and an emblem of the “American dream” coincide with Burns’
beliefs in faith-based prosperity. Burns overlooked Trump’s gaffes entirely, instead blaming the
coverage of these gaffes on the media while simultaneously claiming that Trump is “fighting for
Christianity.”50 Potentially, one’s moral behavior is of secondary importance to Burns, given his
own trouble with telling the truth (in an interview with CNN he admitted to lying about his
credentials while applying for his first ministerial job), and because monetary success is his
gauge for how much a person loves Jesus, he may have sincerely believed that he was
campaigning for a man “that believes in the name of Jesus Christ!” when he encouraged rallyattenders in North Carolina to vote for the Republican candidate.51 Burns, unlike Dobson, was
relatively unheard of in the political realm before he began his celebrity role as a surrogate for
Trump, but he made his entry into electoral politics as exciting as it was polemic.
Before Burns delivered the highly partisan benediction at the Republican National
Convention in July, he was a small-town pastor at the Harvest Praise and Worship Center in
Easley, South Carolina.52 After previously living in section 8 housing and serving a stint in jail
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for a domestic violence assault charge, Burns turned his life around to become a pastor and the
founder of NOWNetwork, which boasts over 11 million followers.53 Additionally, he was a
longtime Democrat and voted for both Bill Clinton and Barack Obama. There is no
documentation chronicling Burns’ transition to the Republican Party, but since joining the
Trump team, he has encouraged unity within the conservative movement. In his benediction, he
called for unity in the “conservative party under God” and said that the enemy was not “other
Republicans – but is Hillary Clinton and the Democratic Party.”54 Those are strong words
coming from a man who previously supported candidates from the party he now calls the enemy.
Although Burns may not be a lifelong Republican loyalist, he played a major role in attempting
to unite the fractured G.O.P. and encouraging voters, particularly African Americans, to leave
the Democratic Party and support Donald Trump by arguing that the Democrats have failed
African Americans for many years and care only about their votes.55 Furthermore, on multiple
occasions, he said that he believes Christianity is “under attack” as a result of the Democratic
Party’s policies, even claiming the pro-choice movement is a plot by Democrats to destroy the
next generation of African Americans.56 Although his transition into electoral politics was likely
driven more by his personal relationship with Trump and his desire to see economic reform, the
South Carolina pastor displayed the motivation to see his new party united against his old one.
Burns first met Trump in October 2015 at a widely covered meeting between the
Republican candidate and a group of televangelists, an event organized by fellow prosperity
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preacher and TV personality Paula White. He was immediately impressed. Burns claimed the
Holy Spirit told him that Trump was “legit” and revealed that the candidate was truthful. Despite
receiving criticism from some members of his congregation, Burns endorsed the candidate and
became a campaign surrogate for Trump a month after their first meeting. He has publicly
defended many of Trump’s comments, saying, “The facts point out that Mr. Trump is not a
racist, not a bigot. He just says exactly what’s on his mind, and people just aren’t used to that.”57
Burns later said that Trump’s track record as a businessman proves he is not a racist: “He’s done
business with literally almost every color and race, his work speaks volumes.”58
Burns felt a sense of personal allegiance to Trump and said he felt “appointed,” much like
Esther was appointed by Mordecai in the Bible, a statement he made in an interview with TIME
magazine.59 In this interview, he said that his relationship with Trump was “good” and that they
had a pastor-congregant type of friendship; he said that Donald Trump gave the “least likely
people the opportunity to prove themselves” and that Trump was a leader who has overcome
adversity and exuded born-again grace. Burns said that his relationship with Trump gave him
unique insight about the man so many criticized for his unChristian rhetoric and actions: “I
believe Donald Trump, not from what I've read in the paper, but in conversations, I've come to
the conclusion that Trump has a personal relationship with God,” Burns said when asked why he
would throw his support behind a man who stated that he never asked God for forgiveness. He
conceded that Trump is not a “perfect Christian” but that no one is. Burns said that God can use
Trump “even with all of his shortcomings.”60
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In an interview with CNN’s Victor Blackwell, Burns said he believes America is at a
crossroads and requires a leader who can right the wrongs of establishment politics. He called
Trump the “warrior,” the “champion,” and the “winner” that America needs to head in the right
direction again.61 He even called Trump “the Winston Churchill of today” because of his
willingness to fight ISIS and address racial division in the country. When asked about Trump’s
claims that African American communities are in the worst shape they have ever been, Burns
again defended the candidate by saying that Trump addresses all voters as Americans instead of
pandering for votes like Hillary Clinton.62 It is not clear how addressing all voters as
“Americans” dispels the claim that Trump’s rhetoric was never racist or, at the very least,
divisive. Despite the fact that their friendship was only slightly older than a year, the emphasis
Burns’ preaching places on spiritual health and material wealth coincided with many of Trump’s
campaign messages, providing insight into Burns’ primary motivation for endorsing Trump for
president.
Despite Trump’s comments chastising illegal immigrants, his inability to handle criticism
without insulting his opponents, and his proposal to ban an entire religion from entering the
United States, Burns said that Trump was the only candidate “fighting for Christianity.” Trump
shares the pastor’s belief that “Christianity is under attack,” and Burns cites Trump’s claim that
people do not say “Merry Christmas” anymore as a reason for supporting Trump, as well as the
need to get back to the “core values” that made America great, presumably the Judeo-Christian
values that Burns feels are currently lacking in the country.63
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It is not just Christian values that Burns feels are lacking. Jobs are important, too, and as
Burns said, “It was never Jesus’ intention for us to be broke.” Burns believes Trump represents
not only a much needed spiritual renewal but economic success as well. It was Burns’ belief that
the policies of Trump would bring economic prosperity back to the country that drove his
constant support of the man who was often at odds with many evangelical leaders. Despite
backlash from conservative evangelicals like Russell Moore, Burns believed Trump’s economic
plans would help small towns across the country by bringing employment opportunities with
companies like Microsoft to towns like Easley, South Carolina.64 Following a controversial tweet
in which Burns forwarded a picture of Hillary Clinton in black face and accused the Clintons of
“using” black voters, he defended his tweet, saying that Clinton pandered to African Americans
to get their votes. Burns also said he understood African Americans’ concerns about Trump but
that the Republican nominee was committed to dealing with policy issues that affected minority
Americans like “unemployment” and creating “better opportunities for all.”65 Additionally,
national security is a key issue for Burns: "For me it's important that we protect our borders and
our people. I'm a father of six children. I don't want to be fearful at McDonald’s, and a car bomb
goes off, or a San Bernardino attack takes place, whether in name of Jesus or Allah, it's all
wrong.”66 For Burns, Trump was the Churchillian leader who could defeat ISIS and prevent
illegal immigrants from entering the country. Burns also believes liberal policies are responsible
for not only the attack on Christianity but pro-choice abortion laws that “target” African
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American women, although he failed to explain what he meant by this statement.67 Trump’s
promise to appoint strict constitutionalists to the Supreme Court likely would alleviate the
concerns of pro-lifers like Burns whose concerns about policy changes have motivated them to
stick by the Republican nominee despite his gaffes.
On the Christmas following Trump’s victory, Burns tweeted that he was thankful for
being able to utter the phrase “Merry Christmas” again. A week later, he tweeted praises for
Trump’s deal with Sprint that he claims brought back 5,000 jobs to the United States. Evidently,
Burns believed that Trump had begun to deliver on his campaign promises, many of which were
the basis for Burns’ endorsement and role as a surrogate.68

Paula White
No one is more controversial within evangelical circles than the prosperity gospel
preacher and millionaire minister, Paula White. Since beginning her ministry in the early 1990s,
White has become a polarizing yet popular pastor and TV personality. The host of Paula Today
has been featured on ABC’s Good Morning America, CBN’s 700 Club, MSNBC, and CNN. She
has 15 books published and has received numerous awards for her humanitarian efforts across
decades.69 Despite her humanitarian efforts and appearances on primetime television, White has
been involved in a fair amount of controversy. In 2007, the United States Senate investigated
White for the millions of dollars she had acquired from her television ministry, most of which
she spent on airplanes and multimillion dollar properties. White, like Trump, is on her third
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marriage, another point of contention among evangelicals, most of whom believe that marriage is
a lifetime commitment and that divorce is a sin against God. The Florida pastor has been called a
heretic and a charlatan by fellow evangelical leaders, particularly for her teaching of the “feel
good” gospel.
Donald Trump has come to White’s defense saying, “She has a significant message to
offer anyone who will tune in and pay attention.” Although it is unclear what message Trump is
referring to, Trump called her over a decade ago after watching several of her sermons on
television.70 The two celebrities have a lot in common – multiple divorces, bankruptcy filings, a
loyal following, and many critics among the professional establishment – so it is not surprising
that Trump and White have developed a strong bond over the years, or that White would become
Trump’s main spiritual advisor on the campaign. In fact, White is credited with leading Trump to
Christ, an evangelical practice that includes “discipling” people by informing them of the Gospel
message until they profess to turn their lives over to Jesus.71 When asked about Trump’s faith
during an interview with Politico, White spoke with a specificity that many of his endorsers have
avoided: “I can absolutely tell you that Mr. Trump has a relationship with God. He is a Christian,
he accepts Jesus as his Lord and savior.” These words hold serious importance among
evangelicals; they are the words used to describe true believers, people who have turned over a
new leaf and given themselves to Christ. However, many evangelical leaders do not think Trump
is one of them, but then again, they do not know Donald Trump the way White knows Donald
Trump. White’s close relationship with Trump, rooted in their similar life experiences and roles
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as celebrity figures, was the primary motivation for her endorsement of the Republican nominee,
while policy issues were of secondary importance. Loyalty to the Republican Party was absent.
White, like Trump, was new to GOP evangelical activism before the real estate mogul
tapped her to be his main spiritual advisor. She was not well known by GOP leaders in her home
state of Florida or at the national level. She had never been heavily involved in evangelical
political causes, instead opting to carry out her ministry and humanitarian efforts removed from
the political realm.72 Until 2011, when she brought a group of evangelical leaders together to
discuss whether or not Trump should run for president in 2012, White had never involved herself
or her ministry in the electoral politics of the evangelical establishment. Again, in September of
2015, she arranged a meeting between Trump and evangelical leaders as he sought religious
endorsements and, ultimately, the Republican nomination.73 Her desire to stay out of politics
would have likely been fulfilled had Trump not asked her for help in garnering evangelical
support. After being tapped as Trump’s spiritual advisor, White was essential in lining up
endorsements and establishing Trump’s evangelical advisory board, which included his three
other evangelical endorsers: James Dobson, Mark Burns, and Jerry Falwell, Jr. She opened
rallies and multiple prayer gatherings of televangelists in support of Trump in an attempt to unite
the fractured Republican base, but her newfound activism was not due to her loyalty to the
Republican Party or its causes but rather to her friend and confidant, Donald Trump.74
When it comes to public policy, White was quiet throughout her career. Until she was
asked about Donald Trump’s position on Planned Parenthood, she said relatively little about the
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policies Trump would champion, instead opting to talk about Trump’s “generosity” or Christian
faith. However, in an exclusive interview with The Christian Post, she supported Trump’s prolife stance: “Mr. Trump is totally and entirely pro-life. He has acknowledged again and again his
commitment to appoint pro-life Supreme Court Justices, and he's written an op-ed about his prolife position. He's even publicly released the list of justices he would appoint. People have a clear
choice this election: a pro-life Donald Trump or a pro-choice Hillary Clinton.” Later in the same
interview, she indicated that the Supreme Court was important to her: “The next president will
appoint between two and four Supreme Court justices, and that decision will preserve our
country's values or it will fundamentally change America. This election is consequential.”75
Based on these statements, the Supreme Court appears to be the only policy issue of concern for
White. However, it is not clear whether this issue was always important to her or if it was an
attempt to garner evangelical support for her candidate and friend. Given her longtime silence on
the policy issues, it is likely that her endorsement was motivated primarily by her friendship with
the person she claims is a man of God.
Despite Trump’s lewd comments about women and some of society’s most vulnerable
groups, White, who said she converted to Christianity at 18 years of age after being struck by
Jesus’ treatment of the “least of these,” believes Donald Trump is a man who loves God and is
hungry to grow in his faith.76 Many people, including James Dobson, believe White is
responsible for converting Trump to Christianity and trust her sincerity when she speaks about
his Christian faith. When asked if she led Trump to his faith in Christ, White said that although
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she usually keeps her conversations and relationships with national leaders and celebrities
confidential, she could assert with confidence that Trump verbally acknowledged his faith in
Christ to her. Throughout the campaign cycle, Trump did not just struggle to act according to the
tenets of the Christian faith, but he also committed several rhetorical gaffes when trying to
identify with evangelicals: he could not name his favorite Bible verse when asked, he cited a
verse that is not in the Bible on a different occasion, and he referred to Second Corinthians as
“Two Corinthians.” Despite Trump’s gaffes, White has continuously defended her friend’s faith
and said, “He’s a Christian in the way that all Christians are, a work in progress.” In an interview
with Politico, she supported her claim that Trump is a Christian by telling stories of his
generosity, especially to employees of the Trump organization; she claimed he is charitable and
does not seek to be noticed for the many acts of kindness he does for the less fortunate. White,
like Dobson, cited his children’s praise of their father as another reason for supporting the
candidate whose personal history does not coincide with the emphasis many evangelicals place
on “family values.”77
It is not just his Christian faith or her friendship with Trump that motivated her to endorse
and campaign for the Republican nominee. When asked why she supported Donald Trump for
President, she said the following in the an interview with The Christian Post:
I know Donald Trump. I know the strong leader he is. I know how capable of a
businessman he is. I know how compassionate he is. I know how smart he is. I know how
he defends our values and the people whom he loves. I know how much he loves this
country. I know how much he loves his children and how they admire and respect him.
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He didn't have to run for President. He did it because he loves America and he wants our
future to be bright, and he's willing to fight for that. He's willing to sacrifice for it too.
Despite constant attacks in the press and constant attempts to malign his character,
countless phrases being taken out of context, and the loss of so much… he has decided
it's worth it.78
Based on this evidence, it is clear that White saw Trump as a capable and qualified candidate for
President. Not only does she believe his successes as a businessman display his intelligence and
leadership abilities, she believes that he loves America and is the type of leader the country
needs to ensure peace and prosperity. Additionally, when addressing the doubts that many
evangelicals had about trusting Trump to enact a conservative agenda, White said, “Some people
embrace this idea that we have to trust him because he's better than the alternative. Well, I don't
believe that's true. I think we can legitimately trust him.”79 The evidence points to White’s
respect for and relationship with the polarizing candidate as the primary motivation for her initial
endorsement and subsequent role in the campaign.
Following Trump’s victory in the November election, he picked White, along with
several other evangelical leaders, to pray at his inauguration in January 2017. Even this move
was seen as controversial, with many evangelical leaders calling White a heretic and a Trinitydenier, a reference to her controversial theological teachings. The pastor of New Destiny
Christian center delivered the inauguration’s invocation, in which she prayed for Donald Trump
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and asked God for the “grace to unify” the country and the “strength to stand for what is
honorable and right.”80

Jerry Falwell, Jr.
Following the October 2016 release of the controversial video from 2005, in which
Trump was recorded saying lewd and derogatory things about women, a group of Liberty
University students released a petition, “Liberty United Against Trump,” which denounced not
only the Republican nominee but the endorsement of him by the university’s president, Jerry
Falwell, Jr. The statement criticized Falwell’s involvement in the Trump campaign and lamented
that their beloved university had been associated with a man who made his name “by maligning
others and bragging about his sins” and actively promoted behavior that Christians should
oppose. The statement went on to say that although any faculty or staff member at Liberty would
be terminated for comments like Trump’s on the released tape, Falwell rushed to the defense of
Trump. Students were asked to sign their name to the petition to denounce Trump and his
association with Liberty University.81 Only a few days after the statement was released, over
2,000 students and faculty had signed the statement.
The three students behind the statement, Dustin Wahl, Paige Cutler, and Alexander
Forbes, later published an op-ed in The Washington Post entitled, “Liberty University students:
Trump is the antithesis of Christian values,” which expressed their opposition to President
Falwell’s endorsement of Trump and their president’s refusal to let Liberty faculty and staff
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publicly criticize the Republican nominee. Wahl, Cutler, and Forbes said they understood that
many Christians feared that a Hillary Clinton presidency would threaten religious freedom, but
that supporting and trusting Trump to appoint conservative Supreme Court Justices despite
changing his position on many important issues was not the solution. The students ended with a
call to action: “Trump is the antithesis of our values; there is no reason to revisit his vices here.
Most non-Christians recognize Trump as amoral and self-centered. If we ignore this fact and buy
in to his promise of strength, what will it tell the world about how seriously we Christians esteem
our values?”82 Despite the backlash Falwell, Jr. received from students and faculty at the flagship
evangelical university that his father, Jerry Falwell, Sr., founded, the school’s president stuck by
his January 2016 endorsement of Trump and continued to defend the Republican nominee.
Although Falwell admitted that there was “nothing defensible” about Trump’s comments about
women, he justified his continued support of Trump by saying that, “We’re all sinners,” and
adding that the only “perfect candidate” would be Jesus Christ.83
Falwell’s endorsement and campaign efforts on behalf of the Republican nominee not
only divided his students but brought him into the political spotlight as well. Falwell is the most
famous of Trump’s evangelical endorsers; his father, a titan of Christian conservatism, founded
the Moral Majority that emphasized ethics and Judeo-Christian values in politics. Over 127,000
students take courses at Liberty University, both online and on campus, making it the largest
Christian university in the world. In short, his influence is widespread, especially within
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mainstream evangelicalism.84 Unsurprisingly, Falwell is no stranger to electoral politics and has
invited presidential candidates from all ends of the political spectrum to talk at Liberty, from
Bernie Sanders to Ted Cruz.85 Additionally, he is no stranger to controversial stances, as he once
encouraged his students to “take up arms” to deter terrorist attacks while referencing the pistol in
his back pocket.86 However, he has never done anything as polarizing as endorsing Donald
Trump for President of the United States. Seemingly, there are several issues of importance to
Falwell that outweigh Trump’s “sins” and motivated his continued support of a candidate who
many Liberty students claimed is the antithesis of Christianity.
Although Jerry Falwell, Sr. was largely responsible for the Republican Party’s alliance
with the evangelical voting bloc, his son has been antagonistic towards the GOP establishment in
recent times. In an interview with the Liberty Champion, Liberty University’s student
newspaper, Falwell acknowledged that in the past, evangelical voters would vote only for a
candidate who shared their religious values, but that years of betrayal by establishment
Republicans who claimed to be socially and fiscally conservative have led evangelicals to want
someone who has “succeeded in the private sector, not just someone who makes the right
promises in speeches.”87 Early in 2016, in an op-ed published in The Washington Post, Falwell,
Jr. blamed “weak establishment Republicans” for Democratic wins in 2008 and 2012 and voiced
his support for Trump by saying, “Donald Trump is not another establishment Republican.” He
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not only blamed the policies of President Obama and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton for the
rise of Islamic terrorism since 2008, he claimed that a “feckless establishment Republican
Congress” enabled these policies to be enacted.88 Following the release of the recording that was
predicted to dismantle Trump’s campaign just a month before the election, Falwell claimed, in
comments made on WABC Radio in New York City, that GOP establishment leaders had
conspired to release the tape and take down Trump’s campaign: “I think this whole videotape
thing was planned, I think it was timed, I think it might have even been a conspiracy among the
establishment Republicans who’ve known about it for weeks and who tried to time it to do the
maximum damage to Donald Trump.” He even went as far as to say House Speaker Paul Ryan
was behind the video’s release, because it gave him a reason to disinvite Trump from an election
rally the two were supposed to appear at together.89 Falwell’s remarks show little regard for
loyalty to the Republican Party, particularly its establishment leadership, despite his conservative
alignment on policy issues, ranging from gun rights to abortion. It is not surprising that Falwell
would form a strong political relationship with the anti-establishment candidate.
Over the course of several months leading up to Falwell’s January 2016 endorsement of
Donald Trump, the two friends began exchanging private phone calls. Falwell began publicly
encouraging Trump and even went as far as to say that Trump reminded him of his father, Jerry
Falwell, Sr.90 In an interview with the Liberty Champion, Falwell said that much of his
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endorsement had to do with Trump’s business experiences and their shared experiences as young
business leaders attempting to save their respective business dealings from going bankrupt:
He doesn’t need the money. He’s paying for his own campaign. He’s not beholden to
anybody like the rest of them are. He’s made a payroll with tens of thousands of
employees, and nobody else on that debate stage has ever made a payroll and never will.
They don’t understand it. They don’t know what it’s like to be a businessman who is
trying to survive or a businesswoman who is trying to make it. Trump does. I come at it
from a unique perspective because I’ve been through experiences that most people
haven’t. Keeping a school afloat for 20 years was my job as a young lawyer. I know what
it takes, and I want somebody who’s done that91.
In Falwell’s speech at the 2016 Republican National Convention, he cited Trump as “one of the
greatest visionaries of our time” and that his role in creating jobs for thousands was a primary
reason he supported the candidate.92 In his first Washington Post op-ed, he expressed the
qualities he looks for in a President, qualities that many “career politicians” lack: “In my
opinion, this nation needs a citizen legislator who is a tough negotiator, one who has gone head
to head with the best business minds in the world and won, a businessman who has built
companies from the ground up, and who will use those experiences to be tough with China, ISIS
and nations that are taking advantage of the United States by stealing our jobs.” Additionally, he
said that it is more important to elect a strong leader who can prevent the nation from going
bankrupt than one whose values are in line with evangelicals, and he cited his father’s support
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for Ronald Reagan, a divorced Hollywood star, as evidence that America does not need a
“Sunday School teacher” but a businessman.93 In August, the Liberty University president wrote
another op-ed in The Washington Post comparing Trump’s leadership abilities to those of
Winston Churchill: “We are at a crossroads where our first priority must be saving our nation.
We need a leader with qualities that resemble those of Winston Churchill, and I believe that
leader is Donald Trump. As Churchill did, Trump possesses the resolve to put his country first
and to never give up in a world that is increasingly hostile to our values.” He called Trump a
“strong leader” and “one who is not afraid to call the enemy by its name and to take the battle to
that enemy if necessary.” It is interesting that “strong” leadership is more important to Falwell
than electing a leader who shares his religious or social values, and he was the most outspoken
about this point out of the four endorsers analyzed in this paper.94
Not only did Falwell claim that Trump would provide bold and fresh leadership, he
believed, based on his friendship with Trump dating back to 2012 that he was a “changed” man,
one who would no longer brag about his sexual exploits.95 He said he came to admire Trump as a
father, as someone who is generous to those in need, and as an ethical and honest businessman.
Falwell stated that his family loved all of the Trumps, who were “wonderful people willing to
sacrifice much for their country.” He claimed that much of the “false” public perception of
Trump has been created by the media and that Trump is instead a man who is kind, generous,
and willing to give up his business successes to help ordinary Americans.96 When asked about
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some of the more derogatory comments made by Trump on the campaign trail, Falwell said, “He
is not part of the establishment. He’s been a businessman all his life, an entrepreneur. He’s not a
career politician. He hasn’t been groomed to say all the right things to all the right crowds to get
their votes. He’s just himself.” In this same interview, he called Trump a “wonderful father and a
man who I believe can lead our country to greatness again.”97 These attempts to humanize the
man that many evangelicals denounced were likely motivated by Falwell’s friendship with
Trump, and it remains probable that the primary motivation for Falwell’s endorsement of Trump
was the importance he placed on strong leadership, which he felt has been lacking in recent
years. Falwell also believed that Donald Trump would enact a conservative policy agenda, an
additional motivation behind his endorsement.
In Falwell’s speech at the Republican National Convention, he touted Trump’s “plank” to
the Republican Party’s platform to repeal the rules put in place under Lyndon Johnson that
prevent tax exempt organizations, like churches, from campaigning for political candidates. He
went on to say that this repeal of the “Johnson Amendment” would return free speech to
churches and conservative universities, both of which he claimed were unfairly targeted by the
Internal Revenue Service.98 A staunch supporter of gun rights, Falwell claimed that if Clinton
were elected, the “right to bear arms would be effectively lost” and that activist judges would
rewrite the constitution “in ways that would make it unrecognizable to our founders.” With
liberal justices on the Supreme Court, Falwell said you can “say goodbye to the Second
Amendment” and that if Christians stayed home or supported another candidate, they would be
forced to live in a country that they would not be able to recognize. He said that a vote for
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Donald Trump was a vote for “more freedom and less government, a vote for national security
and responsible immigration policy, a vote to finally fight radical Islamic terrorism. It is a vote to
rebuild America’s respect overseas and a vote for strict-constructionist and pro-life Supreme
Court justices.” Falwell also talked about the national debt: “With $20 trillion in debt, we’re
right on the edge of the abyss and if we don’t make some big changes, we’re going right down
the hole.”99 When he defended Trump’s “dumb” comments about women in October 2016, he
said that no one would care about what Trump said 11 years ago when our nation’s economy
went down the “toilet” or when the Supreme Court was “stacked with liberals who don’t honor
the Constitution.”100 Although, like many evangelical leaders, Falwell cares about social issues,
it is apparent that he is also concerned with broader policy issues such as the economy, national
security, and the Second Amendment: “All the other issues will be moot if we don’t save the
country,” said Falwell, and in his opinion, Trump was best suited to “save” and “restore”
America.101
In an appearance on Fox News Sunday after the election, Falwell was understandably
excited that his candidate won the presidency and said he believed there is a “new hope” and a
“good spirit” in America. He said Trump’s platform resonated with evangelical voters, who
supported Trump in historic numbers, despite his behavior and rhetoric that many evangelical
leaders deemed antithetical to Christianity.102 After Trump’s election to the nation’s highest
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office, Falwell planned to open a high-tech shooting range on Liberty’s campus, as part of the
school’s “pro-Second Amendment” and gun-friendly efforts.103

Conclusion
Donald Trump won more evangelical votes than Republicans George W. Bush, John
McCain, or Mitt Romney, which shows that it was not just Trump’s evangelical endorsers who
supported the candidate despite what appeared to be the many differences between Trump’s
rhetoric and actions and his supporters’ beliefs and values. The rhetorical evidence from this
paper suggests that these endorsers, much like evangelical voters, were concerned with a broad
set of issues, including the nation’s policy agenda and the leadership qualifications and personal
characteristics of their candidates. That is, moral issues, while important to evangelicals, are not
the only factor in their decision to support a candidate. Although many evangelical leaders
questioned the character and integrity of Trump, the support he garnered from these four
prominent evangelical leaders suggests that the coalition between Religious Right leaders and
Republican presidential candidates has not been broken. However, this election has also
highlighted a potential schism within the evangelical leadership.
Much of the literature on the Religious Right focuses on how leaders have formed
coalitions with Republican politicians to garner policy influence since Jerry Falwell, Sr. founded
the Moral Majority in the late 1970s. Additionally, the scholarship suggests that evangelical
leaders focus on pro-life policies, religious freedom laws, and other moral issues. In fact, policy
issues were of central importance to the endorsers analyzed in this paper, as there were a total of
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32 references to policy preferences in their public statements.104 Additionally, appointments to
the Supreme Court were explicitly referenced by all four endorsers. The endorsers reflected a
more diverse preference set that scholarship on religious leaders does not currently acknowledge.
For example, national security, immigration, and the economy were explicitly expressed as
issues of importance to two of the endorsers. While literature on evangelical voters has begun to
look at the wider range of issues important to this key voting bloc, the issues of importance for
the leaders of this movement are rarely taken into account.
There is evidence to suggest that many voters simply cast their ballot for the candidate
that they like the most or believe is the most qualified for office. The idea that endorsers,
particularly celebrities, could endorse a candidate for personal reasons, such as a friendship with
a politician or a respect for a candidate’s leadership characteristics, is a new one. Collectively,
these four endorsers expressed personal motivations for endorsing Trump 38 times, which
indicates that they looked past some of the moral issues of his campaign to personal
qualifications and characteristics that they felt made Trump the best candidate in this election.
Interestingly, Paula White expressed personal motivations for endorsing Trump nine times
compared to only two references to policy motivations, making her endorsement the most
personal of the four endorsers.
The importance that the endorsers placed on both policy preferences and the
qualifications and characteristics of Trump suggest that these four endorsers considered a broad
set of factors when deciding to support Trump for President. Most evangelical voters are not
single-issue voters, and the rhetorical evidence of this paper suggests that evangelical endorsers
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are not, either. Although many evangelical leaders criticized Trump for his rhetoric and his
issues with morality, it was evident that he had much in common with those who endorsed him
(from policy preferences to an importance placed on leadership strength), which helps explain
support for a candidate whose rhetoric and actions were often antithetical to evangelical
Christianity. There is an opportunity for future scholarship to focus on the electoral rhetoric and
expressed motivations of evangelical leaders, but the current movement of taking a more holistic
approach to evangelical voting behavior is a step towards understanding what drives the electoral
decision making of this key bloc.
The fact that 81 percent of evangelical Christians voted for Donald Trump suggests there
is little division among members of this movement. That James Dobson, Mark Burns, Paula
White, and Jerry Falwell, Jr. were all members of Trump’s Evangelical Advisory Board, which is
responsible for voter outreach and directing policy efforts, indicates that the pattern of coalitionbuilding between leaders of the Religious Right and Republican candidates was continued by
Trump’s candidacy. While the only two references to partisan unity were made by Mark Burns,
it is likely that the party’s platform was yet again in line with their policy preferences and that
they believed that Trump possessed the strength to push the platform forward. These endorsers
demonstrated a pragmatism that values the makeup of the Supreme Court and other issues as
much as (or more than) a candidate’s morals. However, for the evangelical leaders and groups
who opposed the rhetoric and actions of Trump, it was impossible to separate Trump’s rhetoric
and behavior from their policy preferences. To determine if this apparent schism in the Religious
Right’s leadership ranks is temporary will require a detailed analysis of evangelicals’ electoral
rhetoric and behavior in future election cycles. It is possible that Trump’s candidacy divided
leaders of this movement or that a divide was already present underneath the surface.
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Appendix
Endorser

Dobson

Burns

White

Falwell, Jr.

Total

Total Statements*

9

9

5

8

31

Policy**

10

12

2

8

32

Partisan***

0

2

0

0

2

Personal****

6

8

9

15

38

*Denotes total statements analyzed in this paper.
**Denotes explicit references to policy or legislation preferences.
***Denotes explicit references to partisan loyalty/unity.
****Denotes expressed personal motivations, including qualifications and characteristics.
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